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same ,,ere nearly identical. When the two lasers had the same cavity losses,
the CL I power was an average of 4546 of the CL 1I power. The Blaze ITI and
MNORO3SR laser computer simulations gave good agreement with data as a
function of mass flow rate, cavity losses, pressure and size of the laser.
Time-dependent oscillations on lines whose saturated gain did not fill the
unstable resonator had a period of 47 ns. These oscillations did not occur
for Fresnel numbers less than 3.2 and tl lir amplitudes increased as the
fraction of the resonator filled by the saturated gain of the oscillating
line decreased. A 7 ns oscillation, which was superimposed on top of the
47 ns oscillation, was probably a mode beat of the laser.
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1. !N RODUCTION

This research Is an integrated experimental arid t leoretical

investigation of the multi--line issues a,'sociated with assessing' the impact oi

temporal variations in a cw IF device on the capability of achievin, a phase"

output beam from multiple laser cavities. The objectives of this reearch are

to fully characterize the uutput of an oscillator-amplifier (MOPA)

coni Lguration as a function of the oscillator input beam, time-dependent

oscillations, mode beats, and determine if the coupling between the oscillator

and amplifier perturbs the oscillator output; these stud-as are to be carried

out. for first one and then two amplifiers driven by the same oscillator. To

accomplish these objectives, the flow fields in the oscillator and amplifiers

muSE be identical. Lu elibuLe that LhiS Is GO. the devices m..tr firgq he fully

characterized as oscillators (power, power spectral distrLbuti,'ns, beam

diamete s, time-dependent oscillations as a function of cavity losses,

pressurk and flow rates) including simulation of their perfo mance witil

computer models. This background information is essentii I to the

interpretation ana guidance of the MOPA experiments.

The two channel Helios CL UI cw HF chemical laser, which will be used

as the amplifier, was fully characterized in a previous study of the time-

dependent oscillations which occur on 1ine• whose saturated gain does not tll

the 'nbrable resunator-b. The flow channel in the single channel Relios CL I

cw tiF Laser, which will be used as the oscillator, is identical Lu one ot the

flow rhannels in the two channel laser which will he used as the amplifier.

Thu-,, when the CL. I is run at one half the mass flow rates of the LA. 1 1, the

flow tields ii- the! oscillator and amplifier ark- Ideltitcat. The ob,,2ctLve ot

this stu'ty was io tully characte ize the ieltlos CL I singLe channel laser as

I . . I I I i I I I I I I II I
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an oscillator. To facilitate comparisoi wil.h the CL iI data, power, power

spectral distributions, beam diameters, an~d time-dependent oscillations as a

function of cavity losses, pressure and flow rates were measured for the same

range of parameters for wt ch the CL LI data were taken.

Comparison of the two lasers when the cavity losses were the same

showed that the CL stable resonator power was an average of 45% of the CL 11

stable resonator power. The power split between vilbiational bands remained

about the same while the peaks of the CL I power spectral distribut~.ons were

shifted one J lower than the CL II spectral peaks. The CL I spect.a exhibit

fewer J lines than CL II s'pectra. rhe CL I beam diameters were smaller than

the CL Ii beam diameters. All of these scale effects are a consequence of the

fact that the saturated gain of the CL I laser was twice that of the CL I1

laser when the two lasers have the same cavity loss.

Comparison of CL I and CL II stable resonator performance when the

saturated gains were the same showed that the CL I power was 52-80% of the CL

II power; for the high SF 6 flow rates, the CL I power was 70-80% of the CL IL

power. These data indicate that, if the saturated gain is kept constant as

the size of the laser is reduced, it maý be possible to reduce the size,

weight and gas requirements by a factor of two with only a 2A% performance

penalty. The power spectral distributions of the two lasers were :iimilar when

the saturated gains were the same.

ro verify the at illtv of the Blaze 119 and MNORO3SR 7 computer

simulations of the Helios laser to predict performance as the size of the

laser changes, CL I simulation.; were made by halving the input mass flow rates

and gain length of Lhe UL it laser. The results ot these -aLculatloas gave

good agreement with the measured CL I. power, power split and beamn uiameters.

MNORO3SR romputatio'•s produced power ;pevctra[ I stribut --aF whi.h ,Itro 0



reasonable agreement with tile C1. data. The:ie calculations shUw that hLIC

4 Blaze [1 and MNORO3SR simulations ot tile 1leltos laser are valId as .i fuct ton

of mass flow . cavity tosses, pressure and size of the las~r.

To complh. : the characterization i* the Cl. I to'ser. the CL * was run

with an unstable resonator. These experiments used a 50% geometric

outcoupled. confocal., unstable resonator. A variable slit scriper :-Arror was

used to outcoupte the power and allowed the Fresnel number to vary from U.0 to

35.7. The time-dependet oscillations in the output beam of the CL I unstable

resonator all had a period of about 47 ns and increased in amplitude as the

fraction of the resonator filled by the saturated gain of a lasing tink

decreased. A 7 as oscillation, which was superimposed on top of the 47 ns

oscillation, is thought to be a mode beat of the laser. Th& osciltations on

lines whose saturated gain does not fill the resonator did not occur for

Fresnel numbers less than 3.2. Overall, the CL 1 unstable re,,caat',r data is

consistent with the CL I1 unstable resonator data.

Section II presents the CL I stable resonator data, compares it to

computer simulations and to CL 1t data and CL II simulations. Section III

presents the CL I unstable resonator data and compares it with the CL Ii

unstable resonator data. In Section IV, several concluding remarks dre

presented.
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I1. CL I STABLE RESONAIOR P!'RFORMANCE

To study the performance of a Master Oscillator I wer Amplifier (MOPA)

configuration as a function of the characteristics of the oscillator and the

amplifier, the behavior of each of these devices must first be understood when

they are operated as oscillators. The two channel Helios CL 11 laser, which

will be used as the amplifier, has been completely characterized as an

oscillator in previous studies1 8 . The oscillator to be used in the MOPA

experiments will be a single channel Helios CL I laser. The flow channel of

the CL I laser is identical to one of the flow channels of the CL ii laser.

This permits the flow fields of the oscillator and amplifier to be identical

when the CL I laser is run at one half the flow rates of the CL II amplifier.

The characterization of the CL I as an oscillator is presented in this report.

The CL 1 la..e. w csi•-•eLu J ., -L .......a atb esoaator fot thre

different cavity losses, for jow and high cavity pressures, and for six

combinations of SF6 and H12 flow rates. Scale effects were determined by

comp.,ritig CL I laser data with CL 1I laser data. These comparisons were made

for the two lasers having the same cavity losses and for the two lasers having

the same saturated gain. The latter comparipon is of particular interest

because it indicates that a 50% reduction in the laser size, weight and gas

requirements results in only a 25 performance penalty.

2.1 EXPERIMENTAL STABLE RESONATOR PERFORMANCE

[he CL I laser is a single flow channel, arc driven, cw, subsonic HF

chemical laser. The geometry of the flow channel is identical to the geometry

of one of the flow channels of the two channel CL II laser (see Reference 5

for a complete description of the CL IL Laser). To tully characterize the CL

I, power, powcr ;pectral distiibuLians, beam diametcvrs, aiid cavity p)[e-8sures

- -. .. n .. ~ at *~ , - , ,



wtere ieasuirked tot six Combinat ions (t SF bnd t12 low rate,- tor high and iow

lVilvy pressuros, and tor thret-e di[fi v.-nt cavity losses . Thel ma.5 t low ratet!

used for the CL I were exactly half of the mass f 1oi- rates used tor the CL

S11. For correspondi ng flow rates , the cavity pressure3 in lthe CI, I were

adjusted to be the sa.,e as in the CL It. 'rtle stable resonator used consLyted

ot two concave 2 meter radius of curvature mirrors, The feedback mirror was

aiways an enhanced total reflector (ETR, r = 0.995 +). The onntcou;,Ler was a

zinc selenide, pajrtial reflector oi either 46% or 63% reflectivity.

2.1.1 EXPERIME'NTAL PROCEDURE

The total muitiline power was measured by placing a Scientech Model 362

power meter into the outcoupled beam after the total power of the beam was

reduced by 90'. ny a chopper, "rigure 1.

Th.e pnrncc,,ru in tote lLAsr cavity was adiuzusu uy a &,"..... Cot ai

alve. The flow control valve was partially closed to achieve cavity

"4•V pressures tn the 5-7 torr range; the flow control valve was closed turther LO

obtain cavity pressures in the 10-12 tort" range. The pressurt in the cavity

was measured by a digital readout connected to a Baracron press ce gauge-Ž which

in turn was connected to a centerline pressure tap in the laser cavity, 5 mm

downestream of th,. H-2 injectors.

In previousI-5 studies, a strip chart recorder had been used to take

spectra. For the rresent studies, the spectra were taken with a Th-kronlx

MP2501 data acquisition system, Figure 1. This data acquisition equipmetnt

consts-ts of two 7854 digitizing oscilloscopes, a 4041 compater, 41')J display

t,'rminaL, two Pt202A FKT probes, and a 4695 graphics printer. To a,:',uirc:.

store aind plot the pow r spectral dt stribut Lons, sever al subrout i lies were

wr U itt cin and add ed to 11i. or i g i na I MP 2')0 I sot t.wa re .

t--a
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F t l; tts two burnt ll ock!, wt're taken, one near t he owt ciipletr ,ind

one tar ''rom it. U'lh beam Ai ameter: at the outroup I ng mirror wa.s ex t r, polatod

tor al L rkins us-I(in ti !e dl vergeicei angt Iv determitne, t rom the.ste two burii blocks'.

2.1.2 STA;LE R)'SONATOR IN VACUUM MIRROR MOLUNTS (VMM). reff -(L.46

The stable resonator useod the 4bZ partially retlective olitcokipter and

the K'L" Lit vat ttim mi.rror mounts (VMM) attached to the laser bI1dy. [he

distance b_2tween the mtr-ors wa; 32.7 cm. Using a LeNe laser, the resonator

is inittit.1y aligned with the optical axis t.3 mm downstreram , the H2 "

injectors. Whon the laser is in operation, the mirrors are tunied for maximum

power and thus, the exact location of the optical axis at maximum power ts

unktnown]

The peak power, fraction of the )o'--er in the 1+0 vibrational band and

the be'am diameter for the six combinations of SF6 and H2 flow rates tor the

low and high pressure cases are summarized in Tables I and 2, respectively.

The power spectral distributions f-r these six flow rates for low and high

pressures ire shokqi Un Figures 2 through 5. The poweir spectral distribt-ionllý

s;hew tiat the spectra shift toward higher J linos as the SF(. flow rate is

tacreased. This shift is caused .-y the ifcrease in tempt-rature ci the la-;aat

"medium, which accompanieq the increased heal. release due to tne increased F

atom "low rate4 . Comparison of high and low pressure power spectral

distributiona; show-s that, for a fixed flow rate there is a shift Li the

specLra toward higher J Lines as pressure increased. This shift in the

spt ct c., i t a cons.equetce -)f rotat Lo,/.i I re lax at io, 'the rotat ional re I axat ion

rate is propot ltuna IL to Fressur-_ squared, so as pressure incti ases, the

rot .t lonal[ rotaLattion tatle it( re.ises , thus producitng a nmore_ rot Attoiol.i 11y

' l ixedt( spe,. Ira wh el•h I !;0e01 aIS aI -;I t t toward I iig b t-i J i i aes
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reff n 0.46, Low P

RUN NO. 32 33 34 35 36 37

H (gm/sec) 0.0228 0.0228 0.0228 0.0305 0.0305 0.0305

aSF (gm/sec) 0.715 0.535 0.355 0.715 0.535 0.355

Blaze It (input Data)

Z SF 6 Dissoc. 3.3 4.0 4.0 3.3 4.0 4.0
Initial T (OK) 500 450 450 500 450 450
H2 Mixing Length 3.0 3.5 4.0 3.0 3.5 4.0

P (Meas.) (Torr) 6.7 6.0 5.4 7.2 6.5 5.8

FT (Watts)

Data 25.4 16.7 11.7 28.0 18.2 12.6
Blaze 1I 22.1 21.4 14.4 23.7 22.8 15.3

PLO/PT

Data 9.496 0.409 0.352 0,460 0.470 0.412
Blaze II j.502 0.487 0.475 0.499 0.488 0.475

Beam Dia. (mam)

Data 2.55 2.81 3.67 2.83 2.76 3.34
Blaze II 4.61 5.03 5.21 3.63 4.03 4.20

Table 1. Summary of the low pressur, stable resonator data and Blaze II
results for the Helios CL I with a 46% reflective cutcoupler in
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reff - 0.,,6, High P

RUN NO. 32 33 34 35 36 37

2 (gm/sec) 0.0228 0.0228 0.0228 0.0305 0.0305 0.0305

ISF6 (gm/sec) 0.715 0.535 0.355 0.715 0.535 0.355

Blaze 11 (Input Data)

nSF6Dissoc. 3.3 4.0 4.0 3.3 4.0 4.0

lnitial T (OK) 500 450 450 500 450 450
H2 Mixing Length 3.0 3.5 4,0 3.0 3.5 4.0

P (Meas.) (Torr) 11.5 10.7 10.0 12.3 1.0o i0.7

P. (W trr')

F ' 17.8 15.0 9.0 20.0 16.7 10.3
1 e 11 16.8 16.9 13.2 19.1 18.9 14.3

PIO/PT

Data 0.613 0.486 0.463 0.654 0,583 0.441
Blaze II 0.536 0.511 0.496 0.528 0.509 0.495

Beam Dia. (mm)

Data 2.08 2.36 1.62 2.22 2.47 3.02
Blaze 11 3.06 3.26 3.12 2.48 2.63 2.59

Table 2. Summary of the high pressure stable resonator datq and Blaze 11
results for the Helios CL I with a 46% reflectige outcouplet in
VKM.
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9.5 Run 34 HELIOS CL I Las$r
SRun 33 Stable Resomator.,UV
c Run '"fl Low Pressure Date0 .4 n 4r- .46 I

"9.3

0. .2

"9.1 II
2 4 6 8 1t 12 14

..

6.5 nl -.

e.4

6.3

S.2

2 4 6 1 U !• 14

Figure 2. Experimental low pressure stable resonator power spectral
distributions for the Hcios CL I laser for three different SF 6
flow rates. mie - 0.04.7 gm/sec, ;o02 - 0.147 gm/sec and

@ml - 0-0228 gm/sec. A 46% reflectile outcoupler was used in

vacuum mirror mwuunts (VKM).

O.A IA &Rmug I XLK
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0,5 - Rwi 37 EL.IS CL. I Loser

c= Run 36 Stable Resonator,%"W

0.4 Ru Low Pressu4e Data

-. 3

0.1

4 6 B 18 1a 14

8.5

9.41

8.3

8.2 1 l lip 2 1
J

Figure 3. E-xperimenral low pressure stable resonator power v )ectral
dis;ributiolos for the Hellos CL I laser for three different SF6

flow ratec.. 0.04" gm/sec, m 0.147 gm/sec aemd

1u O.,J05 gm/sec. A 46% refle-_tive outcoupler was used in VNI1.
2
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|.5 PIun 34 HELIOS CL I Laser
SRun 33 Stable ResonatootRW
0.4 Run 32 Hi1. Pressure Date
r.4 .46

0.3

8.2

2 4 6 8 is 12 14

J

6.5

6.4

6.3

9.2

8.1

2 4 6 8 18 12 14

J
Figure 4. Experimental high pressure stable resonator power spectral

distributions for the Helios CL I laser for three different
SF 6 flow rates. mH 0.0437 gm/sec, m* 0.1.47 gin/sec and

2 gm/sec. A 46% reflectlve outcoupler was used In VtIM.
2
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Runta 37 HELIOS CL. I Laser

ILL
aws 36 Sti0 t 1esonator4SRun 35 High Pressure )ato

0.4

0.3

4 6 a is 12 14

81.4[

8e.31-

eB . ___0_. _ __..
2 4 6 8 10) 12 14

J

Figure S. Experimental high pressure stable resonator power spectral
distributions for the Hellos C-1 I laser for three different SF 6
flow rates. e - 0.0437 gm/sec, m0  - 0.147 gm/aec and

m 0.0j05 gm/seA-. A 46% reflective outcoupler was used in VMM.
2
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2.1.3 STABLE RE•SONATOR IN EXTERNAL MIRROR MOUNTS, reff = 0.34

The resonator used the 46% partially reflective outcoul ]e) and the 2

meter radi of curvature ETR, but in this configuration the mirrors are

mounted externally. These external mirror mounts (EMM) are rigidly held

together by an invar rod structure which is placed on two traislatlon stages

to allow movement of the optical axis in the upstream-downstream irection.

The distance between the mirrors was 1 meter with the CL I laser body centered

between them. All the data were taken at the xc (location of the optical

axis) that gave maximum power, since the data will be compared with the VMM

data which was always taken at the xc for peak power.

To seal the laser cavity, two 4 cm CaF 2 Brewster windows were attached

to the laser body. These Brewster wint ows were new and hence their loss had

to -c etr,.c4 U. By .
4

.r usin th sam prý-aAureas *a tlined in RnaDv2.,r'a 1, it

was determined that the new Brewster windows induce a 12% loss. Thus, when

using the 46% reflective outcoupler and the new Brewster windows, the

effective cavity reflectivity was 34%.

The peak power, fraction of the power in the [+0 vibrational band and

the beam diameter for the six combinations of SF 6 and H2 flow rates for the

lw and high pressure cases are summarized in Tables 3 and 4, respectively.

The power spectral distributions for these twelve cases are presented in

Figures 6 through 9. The same spectral t 2nds are observed in the EMt dati-: as

in the VFY. data, that is, the spectra shift !.oward higher .J lines as the SF 6

flow rate increased and, for a •ixed flow rate. the power spectral

distribution shifted toward ni her J Line as pressure increased.

2.1.4 COMPARISON OF CL I AND CL i[ PEKFO.ýMANCE FOR TIlE SAME CAVITY LOSS

Summaries oi the GIL t and CL i1 stable resonat,.ýr pei-formance cs3 a

functtori ot cavity loss and pressure are shown in Figures 10 t.hrough 13.
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reff - 0.34, Low I

RUN N.). 32 33 34 35 3,: 37

QH (gm/sec) 0.0228 0.0228 0.0228 0.0305 0.0305 ).03052

mSF6 (gm/sec) 0.715 0.535 0.355 0.7i5 0.535 u.355

Blaze II (Input Data)

% SF6 Dissoc. 3.3 4.0 4.0 3.3 4.0 4.0
Initial T (*K) 500 450 450 500 450 450
H2 Mixing Length 3.0 3.5 4.0 3.0 3.5 4.0

P (Meas.) (Torr) 6.7 6.0 5.4 7.2 6.5 5.8

P,• (Watts)

Data 19.9 13.4 9.6 22.4 14.7 10.1
Blaze II 18 7 18.2 12.1 20.5 19.7 13.0

PIOiFT

Data 0.506 0.457 0.439 0.528 0.476 0.404
Blaze II 0.498 0.481 0.466 0.497 0.481 0.469

Bear- Dia. (mm)

Data 3.12 3.08 3.09 3.06 3.04 2.99
Blaze II 4.50 4.73 5.19 3.58 3.94 4.22

Table 3. Summary of the low pressure stable resonator data and Blaze I1
results for the Helios CL I with a 46% reflective outcoupler in EMF"
and 4 cm CaF 2 Brewster windows which result in a 34% effective
reflectivity.
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reff - 0.34, Kigh P

RUN NO. 32 33 34 35 36 37

; (gm/sec) 0.0228 0.0228 0.0228 0.03 0.0305 0.0305

mSF 6 (tm/sec) 0.?15 0.535 0.355 0.715 0.535 0.355

Blaze II (Input Data)

% SF Dissoc. 3.3 4.0 4.0 3.3 4.0 4.0
IniEtal T (°K) 500 450 450 500 450 450
H2 Mixing Length 3.0 3.5 4.0 3.0 3.5 4.0

P (14eas.) (Torr) 11.5 10.7 10.0 12.3 11., .0.7

PT (Watts)

Data 13.7 11.8 7.1 15.8 13.0 7.7
Blaze II 13.7 14.2 11.1 ;6.0 16.2 12.3

PI0/PT

Data 0.567 0.550 0.506 0.562 0.573 0.482
Blaze II 0.543 0.514 0.492 0.531 0.509 0.491

Beam Dia. (mm)

Data 2.77 2.88 2.51 2.89 2.74 2.50
Blaze II 2.86 3.06 3.13 2.41 2.48 2.54

Table 4. Summary of the high pressure stable resonator data and Blaze I1

results for the Helios CL I with a 46% reflective outcoupler in EMM
and 4 cm CaF, Brewster windows which result in a 34% effective
zeflectivity.
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Figure 6. Experimental low pressure stable resonator power spectral
distributions fr the Helios CL 1 laser for three different
SF 6 flow rates. m.e - 0.0437 gm/sec, m;2 - 0.147 gm/sec

and 2 - 0.0228 gm/sec. A 46% re'tective ourcoupler was used
2

with external mirror mounts (EMN) and new 4 cm CaF 2 Brewster
windows which result in a 34% effective reflectivity.
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Figure 7. Experimental ow pree.-ure stable resonator power spectral
distributions for the Helios CL I laser for three different SF 6
flow rates. m'le - G.0437 gn/sec, m; - 0.147 gm/sec and02

.. -0.0305 gm/sec. A 46% reflective ouccoupler was used with M
2

and new 4 cm CAF 2 Brewster windows which result in a 34% effective
reflectivity.
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distributions for the Hellos CL 1 laser for three different SF6
flow ratea. mHe - 6.0437 gm/sec, m2 - 0.147 gm/Pec and

1 ft 0.C228 gm/sec. A 46% reflective outcoupler was uaed with!2

EMM and new 4 cm CaF 2 Brewster windows which result in a 34%
effective reflectivity.
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Figure 9. Experimental high pressure stable resonator power spectral

distributions for the Hellos CL I laser for three different SF 6

flow rates. mie- 0.0437 gn/sec, m02 - 0.147 gm/sec and

- 0.0305 gm/sec. A 46% reflective outcoupler was used with

EM~ and new 4 cm CaF 2 Brewster windows which result in a 34%
effective reflectivity.



Comparison ot F•gures 10 and 12 shows that the slopes of the power versus

refLectivity curves are steeper for the CL I, than for the CL I, except for

the high pressure, highest SF 6 flow rates. For an effective reflectLivity of

46%, for both high and low pressures, the CL I powers range from 38X to 54% of

the CL It powers for the same cavity loss; 38-40% for Rins 34 and 37 (the

lowest SF 6 flow rate), 39-48% for Runs 33 and 36 (the middle SF 6 fl,)w rate),

and 48-54% for Runs 32 and 35 (the highest SF 6 flow rate). Overall, the CL I

power is ar average of 45% of the CL II power for the same cavity loss

independent of pressure, Table 5.

Comparison of the power spectral distributions ot the CL I and the CL

i1 for the same cavity loss showed a shift of the CL I spectral peak to one

lower J, Figuies 7 and 14. The lower J lines, PI(4) and P 2 (4), were present

in the CL I 1 l.ow. .. ,.o SY. riw r9teR. r - - 0.4n spectra. Fiiiures 2

and 3. These lines were not seen in the CL II spectra 1 5 . The occurrance of

low J lines is accompanied by the loss of higher J Lines in the CL I

spectra. lu addition, there are fewer lines in the CL I spectra than in the

CL 11 spectra. These effects can be explained by the fact that for the same

cavity loss, the saturated gain in the CL I is twice as large as that In the

CL It. This is seen from the equation

La 2- nrr (2.1.4-1):.sat 21. o L

where a at is the saturated gain. Le is the thickness ot the mixed flow and r(

and rL are the mirror reflectivitiesh. For the same cavity loss, r0 and rL

are the same for both the CL i and CL I; however, L 2 L and thus

UCL 11 CL I

"st(2. -2)S"•satL [ 11
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pressure for two optical configurations. The VMM cavity
reflectivity was 56% and EHM effective cavity reflectivity was
39%.
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CL I Data, reff 0.46

RUN NO. 32 33 34 35 36 37

Low Pressure

CL 1 25.4 16.7 11.7 28.0 18.2 12.6
CL II 49.i 42.2 30.6 51.7 44.2 32.8

% (CL I/CL I1) 51.7 39.b 38.2 ,.2 41.2 38.4

High Pressure

CL 1 17.8 15.0 9.0 20.0 16.7 10.3
CL II 37.0 32.8 23.3 40.0 34.7 25.9

% (CL I/CL Ii) 48.1 45.7 38.6 50.0 48.1 39.8

Overall Average % (CL I/CL II) = 44.'

Table 5. Comparison of the Helios CL I and CL II stable resonator total
power data when the cavity losses are the same for low and high
pressure.
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2
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effective reflectivity.
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Since rhe CL i has a hi her saturated gain, fewer lines will lase. 'When Lhere

are fewer lines, the stronger spectral lines are more pronounced as seen in

all of the CL I spectra (i.e., PI(J)iPi exceeds 0.50 and in some cases 0.70).

Comparison of the beam diameters of the two lasers for the same cavity

loss shows that the beam diameters of the CL I are smaller than those of the

CL 1U, Table 6. For the low pressure cases it is seen that the CL I beam

diameters are from 1.78 to 2.01 mm smaller for the low H2 flow rates and from

1.46 to 1.54 mm smaller for the high 12 flow rates. For the high pressure

cases, the CL I beam diameters are from 0.39 to 1.27 mm smaller for all flow

rates, except for one case, Run 37, where the CL I beam diameter is actually

0.25 mm larger. The smaller beam diameters exhibited by the Ci. 1 laser are a

consequence of the higher saturated gain of the CL I. Figure 15 shows how

increased saturated gain causes the beam diameter of at) iiudividuui. lin to be

smaller for the CL I laser. This is true for all lines and thus the CL I

laser has smalier beam diameters than the CL II laser. it should be noted

that this comparison was made for both lasers in EMM configuration.

2.1.5 STABLE RESONATOR IN VMM, reff - 0.63

The resonator consisted of a 3% partially reflective outcoupler and

the ETR in VMM as described in Section 2.1.2. With this resonator, thL

saturated gain in the CL I was the same as the saturated gain in the CL I1

when the effective relectivity of the CL II resonator was 39%. These data

were taken to provide information on the scale effects of changing the aize of

a laser while keeping the saturated gain the same.

The peak pow,-r, fraction of -he powei in the 1&0 vibrational band aad

beam d ameter for the six combinations of SF6 and H2 flow rates, for the low

and high pr ssure cases, are summart',ed in TableF. 7 and 6A, reapectively. The

power spectral distrtbutions for Lhese twelv' cases are presented in Figures
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RUN NO.

Case 32 33 34 35 36 37

Beam Diameters,
Low Pressure

CL 1, reff = 0.34 3.12 3.08 3.09 3.06 3.04 2.99

CL II, reff = 0.39 4.90 5.00 5.10 4.60 4.50 4.50

Beam Diameters,

High Pressure

CL I, reff - 0.34 2.77 2.88 2.51 2.89 2.74 2.50

CL ii, r M - 0.39 3.39 3.43 2.9i 3.21 .vu j 3•.C

CL I, reff = 0.46 2.08 2.36 1.62 2.22 2.47 3.02

CL II, reff - 0.43 2.92 3.03 2.89 2.84 2.86 2.77

Table 6. Comparison of the HIelios CL I and CL 111,4 stable resonator beam
diameters with almost the same :aviy loss for low and high
pressure.
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reff = 0.63, Low P

RUN NO. 32 33 34 35 36 37

mH (gm/sec) 0.0228 0.0228 0.0228 0.0305 0.0305 0.0305

•SF6 (gm/sec) 0.715 0.535 0.355 0.715 0.535 0.355

Blaze 11 (Input Data)

% SF6 Dissoc. 3.3 4.0 4.0 3.3 4.0 4.0
Initial T ("K) 500 450 450 500 450 450
H2 Mixing Length 3.0 3.5 4.0 3.0 3.5 4.0

P (Meas.) (Torr) 6.7 6.0 5.4 7.2 6.5 5.8

PT (Watts)

Data 33.2 21.6 15.3 35.7 23.0 15.5
Blaze II 26.7 25.5 17 5 28.1 26.8 18.3

P10/PT

Data 0.706 0.434 0.347 0.589 0.423 0.568
Blaze 11 0.502 0.492 0.486 0.502 0.493 0.485

Beam Dia. (mm)

Data 3.60 3.03 3.45 2.70 2.46 3.00
Blaze II 4.82 5.24 5.46 3.80 4.18 4.40

'Table 7. Summary of the low pressure stable resonator data and Blaze Ii
results for the Helios CL I with a 63% reflective outcoupler in
VMM.
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reff - 0.63, High P

RUN NO. 32 33 34 35 35 37

mH (gm/sec) 0.0" '8 0.0228 0.0228 0.0305 0.0305 '!.0305

mSF (gm/sec) 0.715 0.535 0.355 0.715 0.535 U.355

Blaze II (Input Data)

% SF Dissoc. 3.3 4.0 4.0 3.3 4.0 4.0
Inittal T 0 (K) 500 450 450 500 450 450
H2 Mixing Length 3.0 3.5 4.0 3.0 3.5 4.0

P (Meas.) (Torr) 11.5 10.7 10.0 12.3 11.6 10.7

Data 25.0 19.2 13.1 30.3 22.0 14.0
Blaze I' 20.9 20.8 15.9 •3.1 22.6 17.0

P10iPT

Data 0.446 0.635 0.500 0.470 0.549 0.440
Blaze II 0.529 0.511 0.499 0.523 0.509 0.498

Beam Dia. (mm)

Data 2.91 2.38 2.76 2.51 2.41 2.33
Blaze II 3.26 3.37 3.36 2.63 2.48 2.70

Tabie 8. Summary of the high pressure -. bie resonator data and Blaze II
results for the Hellos CL I wi h a 63% reflective outcoupler iiu
VMM.
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16 through 19. Fro,,m these figures it ts seen that the spectra shift toward

higher J lines as the SF 6 flow rate Increased and, for a fixed flow tate, the

spectra shfft toward higher J lines as pressure Increased. The rasons for

these shifts are detailed in Section 2.1.2. The appearance of the lines

P2(0O), P2(0I) and P2 (12) at the highest SF 6 flow rates should be noted. When

the saturated gain in the CL I is the same as in the CL II, the minimum in tI'e

spectra at P2 (11) is observed in the CL K as it was in the CL LI1'2,4• This

minimum at P2 (11) can be explained by collisional effectsl' 2 ' 4 . It is

believed that this minimum is caused by a near resonant energy transfer from

v=3, J=3, 4 to v-2, J-14 with a subsequent rotational cascade to v-2, J-11,

which is the upper level for the P2 (12) line. This line lases and thus blocks

the rotational cascade to v-2, J-lO, which is the upper level for the P 2 (11)

iein which causes tihe PF( ii) lhe Lu be wak-eK Lth& . he ,9 2-12) linc . At

higher pressure, this effect becomes more pronounced due to the increased

collision frequency and thus the collisional energy transfer is more

important, which explains why the minimum occurs at high pressure, but not at

low pressure.

As noted in Section 2.1.4, when the losses in the CL I and the CL II

were the same, the higher J lines, P2(10)-P 2 (12), did not lase in the CL I

because the saturated gain in the CL I was twice as large as in the CL II.

Thus, the minimum at P2 (l1) was not observ-ed in the CL I spectra. However, as

noted above, when the saturated gain in the CL I was the same as in the CL I1,

the minimum at P.)11) was observed in the CL I spectra.

2.1.6 COMPARISON OF CL I AND CL II PERFORMANCE FOR THE SAME SATURATED GAIN

To compare the performance of the CL I and CL 11 lasers when the

saturated gain in the two lasers w. ; the same, the effective reflectivity ot

the laser cavities must be adjusted to give the same asat* From Eq. (2.1.4-1)

---------- _-
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Figure 16. Ex-erimental low pressure st.'hle resonator power spectral

distributions for the Helios CL I laser for three different SF6 flow
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S- 0.0228 gm/sec. A 63% reflective outcoupler was used in VMM.
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2sat2L I In r r (2.1.6-I)
CL11 eCL II CLI 'CL I

asatCL II 2L £nr(2.1.,6-2'
eCL II °LI LI•

For the two lasers used, Le - 2L and r L C . Thus,eCL II CC LcLI rCLII

setting a sat CL I satCL II gives

rn r rL P.n r rL (2.1.6-3)°CL I CL2I°CL A. CL I

Solution of this equation for the reflectivity of the CL II outcoupler gives

2m _
r r_ 2r r, (2.1.6-4).. .. O,.. ..

i, GL u I LC L I _--.

Therefore, when a 63% partially reflective outcoupler is used wich the CL

I (r - 0.63) along with the ETR (rLCil I - 0.995), the CL 11 laser will

have the same saturated gain when r - 0.39 (i.e., the effective
°CL II

reflectivity of the CL II outcoupler must be 39%).

Comparison of the peak power data for the CL I and CL 11 4 for the same

saturated gain, Table 9, shows that, for low pressure the CL I powers range

from 52-77% of the CL II powers; 52-54% for Runs 34 and 37 (the low SF6 flow

rate), 57-58% for Runs 33 and 36 (the middle SF 6 flow rate), and 76-77% for

Runs 32 and 35 (the highest SF 6 flow rate). Overall, the CL 1 power is an

average of 62% of the CL II power for low pressure. For high, pressure, the CL

I powers range from 63-80% of th(. CL II powers, Table 9; 63-68% for the low

and middle SFb flow tar ,s and 70-80% for the highe!-t SF 6 flow rate. Overall,

for high pressure, the CL I power is an average of 68% of the CL 1i power.

Two differences between the compari-;on of the same cavity loss and the
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RUN NO. 32 33 34 35 36 37

PT (Watts)

CL I, Low P 33.2 21.6 15.3 35.7 23.0 15.5
CL II, Low P 43.7 37.5 28.2 46.2 40.2 29.6
% (CL I/ CL II) 76.0 57.6 54.3 77.3 57.2 52.4

CL I, High P 25.0 19.2 13.1 30.3 22.0 14.0
CL II, High P 35.5 30.5 20.6 38.0 32.5 22.1
% (CL I/CL II) 70.4 63.0 63.6 79.7 67.7 63.3

PI0/PT

CL I, Low P 0.706 0.434 0.347 0.589 0.423 :).568
CL II, Low P 0.481 0.512 0.468 0.493 0.511 0.47?

CL I, High P U.44b U.b35 0.500 0.470 0-549 0.440
CL 1I, Htigh P 0.530 0.483 0.472 0.520 0.531 0.474

Beam Diameter (mm)

CL I, Low P 3.60 3.03 3.45 2.70 2.46 3.00
CL II, Low P 4.90 5.00 5.10 4.60 4.50 4.50

CL I, High P 2.91 2.38 2.76 2.51 2.41 2 33
CL II, High P 3.39 3.43 2.91 3.21 3.06 3. 9

Table 9. Comparison of the Helios CL I and CL 114 low and high pressure
stable resonator data when the lasers have the same saturated gain.
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comparison of the same saturated gain cases should be noted. First, the ratio

of CL I to CL II powers is larger for the same saturated gain case and second,

this ratio is pressure dependent for the same saturated gain case, but

pressure independent for the same cavity loss case. These differences

indicate that when comparing las r performance, it is important to know if the

lasers have the same cavity loss or the same saturated gain. These data show

that, if the saturated gain is kept constant, for only a 25% performance

penalty, the size, weight, and gas flow rates can be reduced by a factor of

two.

Comparison of the power spectral distributions of the CL I to those of

the C1. 114 for the same saturated gain shows that the spectra are similar, see

Figures 14 and 17. The minimum at P2(01) occurs in the CL II spectra for both

low and high-- ------- -- - more pronounced in th high .pressrp cas. but

the P2 (11) minimum i.nly occurs for high pressure in the CL I spectra. This is

probably a result of nonlinear scaling effects.

Comparison of :he beam diameters of the two lasers having the same

saturated gain shows that the beam diameter. of the CL I are smaller than

those of the CL II, Table 9. For low pressure, the CL I beam diameters are

from 1.30 to 1.91 mm smallex than the CL Ii beam diameters, independent of

flow rate. For high pressure, the CL I beam diameters are from 0.15 to 1.G5

mm smaller than those of the CL II, also independent of flow rate. The

differences between the CL I ai CLU 1 beam diameters when the saturated gains

are the same are Less than when the resonators have the same caviLy losses.

The difference in the beam diamoters of the CL I and CL LI lasers, for the

same saturated gain case, is a result of the different mirror separations

which occurred when EMM were used on Ai CL I and VMM on the CL [,

Calculation of beam radii from the equations of Reference I1 showe~d that VM11
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2.2.1 COMPARISON OF BLAZE 1l CALCULATIONS WITH DATA

The CL I Blaze II results are compared to data in Tables 1-4, 7 and 8

as well as graphically in Figures 20, 21 and 22. The Blaze II computer

simulations agree very well with the experimental data. in particular the

slopes of the Blaze II and data curves in Figures 20-22 are in good

agreement. The largest difference between calculation and data occurs in the

low pressure beam diameters which Blaze II overpr-dicts by 0.52 to 2.22 mm, an

average of 1.49 mm. Other than this difference, Blaze I tracks the CL I data

as well as Blaze II tracks the CL Ii data 2 ' 3 , 4 ' 5 ' 8 .

Figure 3 shows the CL II Blaze II performance curves. For reff

0.46, Table 10, the CL I Blaze *KL perfoimance is 43% to 46% of the CL II Blaze

II performance with an overall average of 44%. This overall average of 44% is

nearly the same as the overa~ll average of -45%M foundd when comparing the CL I to

the CL 11 performance data for the same cavity loss, Section 2.1.4.

Comparison of CL I and CL II Blaze !I results for the same saturated

gain, Table 10, shows that, for low pressure, the CL I Blaze II powers range

from 53-56% of the CL 11 Blaze II powers, an average of 55%. For high

pressure, the CL I Blaze I powers range from 55-63% of the CL II Blaze 1I

powers, an average of 58%. These average percentages are not as large as

observed in the data comparison, Section 2.1.6, but they do reflect the higher

power ratios and the pressure dependence of the power ratios of the same

saturated gain case as compared with the same cavity loss case.

The CL I Blaze 11 results indicate that the set of values for the four

input parameters, percent SF6 dissociation, initial temperature of the flow at

the H2 injectors, and primary and secondary mixing lengths, yields quite

acceptable agreement with the measured stable resonator data as a function of

flow rate, cavity loss, pressure, and laser size (gain length).
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Same Cavity toss

RUN NO.

32 33 34 35 36 37

Low Pres.sure

CL 1, reff " 0.46 22.1 21.4 14.4 23.7 22.8 15.3
CL 1I, reff - 0.46 51.0 47.9 33.3 55.2 51.7 35.1

% (CL 1! CL 11) 43.3 44.7 43.2 42.9 44.1 43.6

High Pressure

CL I1 reff - 0.46 16.8 16.9 13.2 19.1 18.9 14.3
CL II, reff m 0.46 37.6 36.8 ?9.2 45.0 43.1 32.5

% (CL I/CLo II) 44.7 45.9 45.2 42.4 43.9 44.0

Overall .verage % (CL I/CL II) - 44.0

Same Satutatcd Gain

Low Pressure

CL I, reff - 0.63 26.7 25.5 17.5 28.1 26.8 t8.3
CL II, reff ý 0.39 48.5 45.5 31.5 52.6 49.2 33.3

% (CL I/CL II) 55.1 56.0 55.5 53°4 54.5 55.0

Low Pressure Average % (CL I/CL II) - 54.9

High Pressure

CL 1, reif 0.63 20.9 20.8 15.9 23.1 22.6 17.0
CL II, reff 0.39 33.4 34.0 27.6 41.9 41.2 31.1

% (CL I /CL [1) 62.6 (1.2 57.6 55.1 54.9 54.7

High Pressure Average % (CL I/CL II) = 57.7

Table 10. Comparison of the Heltos CL I and CL 11 Blaze 1I total powers when
the cavity losses are the same and when the satuvated gains are the
same for low and high pre.sure.
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2.2.2 COMPARISON OF MNORO3SR CALCULATIONS WITH DATA

The results of Reference 8 showed that the oeparate baselining of the

Fabry-Perot and stable resonztor codes accounted fot resonator mode structure

which is not included in the geometric optics Fabry-Perot and stable resonator

models. Because the stable resonator code is very expensive to run, to insure

consistency of the stable resonator baselining parameters as a function of

flow rates and pressure, the Blaze II code was used to determine these

parameters and to compare performance as a function of flow rate and

pressure. Since the Fabry-Perot model always gives the largest power, Blaze

II was baselined to overpredict the stable resonator data by about 17.5% for

all six flow rates. With this set of values for the four input parameters,

stable resonator calculations were performed for two flow rates, Runs 34 and

36, at low and high pressure for vacuum and external mirror mount cavities.

The agreement between the CL II stable resonator calculations and data was

reasonable8 .

As a further check of the validity of the stable resonator model,

MNORO3SR calculations were performed for the CL I by reducing the input mass

flow rates and gain length by a factor of two. defore the NNORO3SR

calculations were performed, Blaze II results were obtained for the CL. I for

all six flow races, Table 11. Comparison of CL I and C1, 118 overpredlction by

Blaze II shows that Blaze I1 overpredicts the CL I data by an average of 10.2%

and overpredicts the CL II data by an average of 8.2%.

With the fluid flow profiles generated by the Blarze 11 results, two

stable resonator calculations were made for the CL 1, Runs 34 and 36, low

pressure, Table 12. As in the case of the CL 11 , the results give acceptable

agreement with the measured total power, power split, and beam dlameters. The

power spectraL distributions, Figures 24 and 25, show that the MNORO3SR
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reff - 0.63, Low P

RUN NO. 32 33 34 35 36 37

H (gm/sec) 0.0228 0.0228 0.0228 0.0305 0.0305 '1.0305H2

mSF6 (gmlsec) 0.715 0.535 0.355 0.715 0.535 0.355

Blaze II (Input Data)

% SF Dissoc. 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
Initial T ("K) 450 450 450 450 450 450
H2 Mixing Length 3.5 3.5 2.5 3.5 3.5 2.5

P(Meas.) (Torr) 6.7 6.0 5.4 7.2 6.5 5.8

PT (Watts)

Data 33.2 21.6 15.3 35.7 23.0 15.5
Blaze II 30.0 25.5 18.7 32.1 26.8 19.3
% Over data -9.6 +18.1 +22.2 -10.1 +16.5 +24.5

P1o/PT

Data 0.706 0.434 0.347 0.589 0.423 0.568
Blaze II 0.504 0.492 0.483 0.503 0.493 0.484

Beam Dia. (mm)

Data 3.60 3.03 3.45 2,70 2.46 3.00
Blaze 1I 5.14 5.24 4.30 4.09 4.18 3.46

Table It. Summary of the low pressure stable resonator data and Blaze II
results for the Hellos CL I with a 63% reflective outcoupler in
VMM. The Blaze ii parameters were those used for KNOR03SR CL 1I

calculations .
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Case Total Power P10/PT Beam Dia.
(Watts) (mm)

RUN 34

Data, VMM 15.3 O. .W7 3.45

MNORO3SR 16.9 0.488 4.92
(OA = 0.250 cm)

RUN 36

Data, VMM 23.0 0.423 2.46

MNOR03SR 2j.9 0.501 4.43
(OA - 0.225 cm)

Table 12. Summary of the low pressure stable resonator data and MNORO3SR
results for the Helios CL I with a 63% reflective outcoupler in
VMM.
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spectrail peaks are shifted one J lower than the data. This shift was alsu

8observed when comparing CL II MNORO3SR spectra to measured CL II spectra

In summary, the Blaze II and MNORO3SR CL I calculations track the CL I

data as well as these models tracked CL II data. This shows that these

computer models are valid as a function of mass flow rates, cavity losses,

pressure and size of the laser.

2.3 SUMMARY OF CL I STABLE RESONATOR RESULTS

Several scale effects were observed when comparing CL I stable

resonato- data with CL II stable resonator data. Whea the resonators have the

sime cavity losses, the CL I power ras an average of 45% of the CL II power.

The slopes of the power versus reflectivity curves are steeper for the CL Ii

thnn for thp C1. T. except for the hivh Dressure. highest SF,, flow rates. The

spectral peaks of the CL I laser are shifted one J lower than the spectral

peaks of the CL 1I laser. The CL I spectra show the appearance of lower J

lines and the loss of higher J lines when compared to CL II spectra having the

same cavity loss. Fewer lines are observed in the power spectral

distributions of the CL i laser. Tht beam diameters of the CL I laser are

smaller than those of the CL II laser. These scale effects are IIll pressure

independent and are a consequence of the CL I laser having twice the saturated

gain of the CL TI laser.

Different scale effects are observed when the CL I and CL II resonators

have the same saturated gain. The CL I power varied from 52-80% of the CL II

po,.er; f,.r the high SF, flow rates, the C1. I power was 70-80% of the CL 11

power. Fhese data indicate that if the saturated gain Is kept conftant as the

size of the laser 'Is reduced, It may be possible to reduce the size, weighr.

ard gas tow rate:s by a iactor of two with onty a 25% performance penalty.

The pow•r spectral distributions of the two resonitors having the same
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saturated gain are similar, including the minimum at P201) for high

pressure. The beam diameters of the CL I laser are smaller than those of the

CL II laser. The difference between the beam diameters of the CL I and CL II

lasers when the saturated gains are the same is less than when the two

resonators have the same cavity loss. For the same saturated gain case, the

difference between CL I and CL 1I beam diameters is a result of the different

mirror separations which occurred when EMM were used on the CL II and VM on

the CL I.

Both the Blaze II and MNORO3SR computer simulations gave good agreement

with the measured CL I power, power split, and beam diameters. MNORO3SR

computations produ':ed power spectral distributions which were in reasonable

agreement with the CL I data. These calculationE show that the Blaze II and

flow rates, cavity losses, pressure and size of the laser.
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III. CL ! CONFOCAL UNSTABLE RESONATOR PERFORMANCE

To study the effects of temporal variations in the CL I oscillator on

the CL II amplifier perfirmance, the time-dependent oscillations of the CL I

oscillator must be known. Thus the CL I laser was characterized with an

unstable resonator. To compare with the CL II unstable resonator data3 , the

same 50% geometric outcoupled, confocal unstable resonator with a variable

slit scraper mirror was used on the CL I. The experimental results are

presented in the subsequent sections.

3.1 ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE

Figure 25 shows the layout of the 50% geometric outcouplid, confocal

%,niiahhk rpgonator used on the Helios CL I laser. The resonator consists of a

convex and a concave mirror separated by one meter, with a flat slit scraper

mirror l~acc-. at an angle of 450 to the optical axis near the convex mirror.

The radius of curvature of the mirrors is -2 meters for the convex mirror and

4 meters for the concave mirror which result in a resonacor magnification of

2. The slit scraper mirror consists of two flat mirrors which slide apart to

form a slit whose width can be varied from 0.0 to 10.0 millimete!rs. Since the

resonator is a confocal unstable resonator with a magnification of 2, the

effective diameter of the convex mirror is equal to the scraper mirror slit

width and the effective diameter of the concave mirror is equal to twice the

scraper mirror slit width. The Fresnel number for the resonator is given by

-D2_NF 1 (3. 1-1)
F 4AL

where D is the diameter of the large mirror, A is the wavelengtb and L is the

mirror spacing. For his resonator, the Fresnel number Is determined by the

ettectiVk diameter of the concave mirror aTid is theretore controlled by the

I I I
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alit width of the craper mirror. The Fresnel number for the resonator used

o, the Helios CL 1 laser ranged from 0.0 to 8.9.

The alignment procedure for the CL I is the same as that described in

Reference 3; however, for completeness the alignment procedure will be

repeated. Figure 27 shows the optical path of the alignment HeNe laser

through the unstable resonator. The resonator's mirrors are mounted on a set

of translation stages, which allow accurate positioning of the optical axis of

the resonator with respect to the H2 injectors. The unstable resonator

alignment procedure consists of five steps.

The first step is to align the HeN.ý laser beam with the H2 irjectors of

the laser. Note that for this step, the Brewster windows and the resonator

mirrors were not in their mounts. The HeNe laser is set at a height equal to

the height of the center of the laser cavity plus the ne~epi;ary additcional

height to compensate for the refraction offset due to the right Brewster

window when it is in place. An iris mour ed on a magnetic base, which was set

to the height of the HeNe laser beam, was tised to check that th_ HeNe beam was

at the proper height throughout the alignment procedure. The HeNe beam was

split into two cemponents as shown in Figure 27. Mirror I was then adjusted

until, beam I was aligned with the H2 injectors in the laser cavity. The right

Brewster wi low ias then attached to the laser. Fine adjustments %ere made to

mirror I until the beam exited the left vide of the laser cavity centered both

vertically and parallel to the H2 injectors. The left Brewster window was

then aLtached to the laser and the height of the HeNe was checked with the

LrLs at the far Left of the laser. It necessary, mirror I was adjusted again

to correct any error in the allgr, m nt of the H, Ne beam with respect to the

Laser cavity.
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The second step in the alignment procedure was to center the mirror

holders on the HeNe beam aligned in the first step. The translation stages

are located or the optical table so that their range of travel permits

movement of the optical axis both upstream and downstream of the H2 injectors.

The alignment of the mirror holders on the translation stages was achieved by

using two plexiglas. disks which fit into the mirror mounts. Each disk had a

small hole the diameter of the HieNe beam drilled in its center. The mounts

were then positioned on the cranslation stages so that the alignment beam

passed through each hole.

The third step was the alignment of the concave mirror. The concave

mirror was placed in ite mount and then tuned until beam I reflects back upon

itself.

The fourth step was the alignment of the slit scraper mirror. The

variable slic scraper mirrors were placed in their -.ounts and the slit was

fully opened. The position of each half of the variable slit scraper mirror

is controlled by a micrometer. Each side, in turn, was moved in until it

blocked out beam I -ind the ,:ticrometer reading was recorded. The micrometers

are then both set shorter than the previous reading by half the diameter of

the HeNe beam. The mirror halves would just touch at this setting. Then each

mirror is mover out by one millimeter on the micrometer. The HeNe image

reflected back by the concave mirror will then appear symmetric about the

scraper mirror slit. Mirror 2 wag then adjusted until beam 2 was centered on

the slit and the image of beam I from the scraper mirror was symmetric about

beam 2 on mirrot 2 and on ýhe tace of the HeNe laser. A check of the

alignment wa:. to block beam I an.i Lhr image of beam 2 reflected oft the

t'taper mirw, rs wooLd oýý symmetric •nd cetitered about the 12 injectors on both

sides of th,. ldser 'cavity.
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and the 142 injectors was .,Lways equal to tOe scraper mirror slit width. A

summary of the total power unstable resonator data for Run 34 is presented in

rable 13. Both 47 ns and 7 ns oscill tions were observed in the CL I unstable

resonator. The 47 ns oscillation did not occur for Fresncl numbers below

3.2. As observed in Reference 3, the 7 ns oscillation was superimposed on the

47 ns oscillation. Since the round trip transit time of a photon is 6.67 ns

(the mirror spacing is I meter), the 7 ns oscillation most likely corresponds

to a mode beat of the laser. Figure 29 shows the digitized 7 ns oscillation

superimposed on the 47 ns oscillation as well as the corresponding square wave

which results from the beam chopper. The corresponding spectrum analyzer

trace is shown in Figure 30. From the spectrum analyzer trace, it is seen

that the long period oscillation is 21.1 MHz (47 ns) and the short period

oscillation is 143 MHz (7 ns).

Table 14 gives the oscillation data for individual lines as a function

of FVesnel number. This data sho; ; that the 47 ns oscillation on lines whose

saturated gain does not fill the resonator do not occur for Fresnel numbers

below 3.-.. The appearance of the 47 ns oscillation on only one line. PI(7),

should b! noted. This occurs because the power of most of the individual

lines was too small to drive the fast InAs detector.

3.4 RUN 36, LOW PRESSURE DATA

To~al pow r, oscillation -ncy and amplituda measurements for Run

36, the middle SF 6 and high 112 flow rates, were taken at a pressure of 6.50

tort. Since a svmmt-tric resonator was used, the distance between the optical

axis and the H2 Injectors was always equal to the scraper mirror slit width.

A summuary )f the total. power unstable resonator data for Run 36 is presented

in Table 15. Again tine total powers are smaall and both the 47 ,m. and 7 as

oscillations appear. The i,7 ns osctLlation on lines whose saturated gain does
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CL I Run 34, 5..10 Torr, 50% Geometric Outcoupled,
Symmetric, Confocal, Unstable Resonator

Scrapper Mirror NF PT OSC Amplitude
Slit (mm) (Watts) Period (ns) Modulation

(% PT)

1.0 0.357 0.39 ....

2.0 1.428 1.97 7 5.3

3.0 3.214 1.03 7 4.7

4.0 5.714 0.10 47/7 50.1

5.0 8.929 0.01 ..

Table 13. Frequency and amplitude of the time-dependent oscillation of total
power as a function of Fresnel number for the flow rates of RUN 34
at 5.4 torr.
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Figure 29. Typical oscilloscope traces of the time-dependent oscillations of
the total power when the scturated gains of some of the la3ing
lines do not fill the unstable resonator. These data are for a
scraper mirror slit width of 4 m fcr the RUN 34 flow rates at 5.4
torr. The 47 ns oscillation with the superimposed 7 ns
oscillation is clearly evident in the tipper trace. The lrwei
trace shows the square wave which resultb from the beam chopper.
From the vertical scale st these traces, the percent amplitude
modulation induced by the 47 no oscillation was calculated.
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Figure 30, The spectrum analyzer trace for the total power oscillations shown
in Figure 29 clearly shows the 47 ns (21.1 Miz) and 7 ns (141 MHz)
oscillations.
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CL I, Run 36, 6.50 Torr, 50% Geometric Outcoupled,
Symmetric, Confocal, Unstable Resonator

Scraper Mirror NF Lr OSC Amplitude
Slit (.m) (Watts) Period (ns) Modulation

(% PT)

1.0 0.357 1.08 ....

2.0 i.428 2.59 7 3.7

3.0 3.214 1.22 7 2.9

4.0 5.714 0.11 47/7 15.5

5.0 8.929 0.01 40 80.8

Table 15. Frequency and amplitude of the time-dependent oscillation of total
power as a function of Fresnel number for the flow rates of RUN 36
at 6.5 turr.

I

"I
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not fill the resonator do not occur for Fresnel numbers less than 3.2.

Table 16 gives the oscillation data for individual lines as a function

of Fresnel number. The 47 no oscillatioa was observed on only one line,

P1(8). Other lines may have had oscillations, but their power was too small

to operate the fast detector. Figure 31 shows the digitized 47 no and 7 ns

oscillations of the Pi(8) line. The corresponding square wave is shown in

Figure 31 and ihe spectrum analyzer trace is shown in Figure 32. The spectrum

analyzer trace shows that there is a weaker 88 MHz signal as well as the 21.1

MHz (47 ns) and the 143 MHz (7 is) oscillations. This 88 MHz signal is broad

and indistinct and is believed to be random noise in the signal.

3.5 COMPARISON OF CL I AND CL II UNSTABLE R SONATOR PERFORMANCE

C mparison of the CL I and CL 113 oscillation data shows ;hat no 47 ns

oscillations were observ.!d with the 3 mm slit size for the CL I, whereas the

CL II showed oscillations of about 40 ns. For the 4 mm slit size, the CL I

showed only one individual line with the 4' ns oscillation for each flow rate

while the CL II showed six lines with oscillations of about 40 ns for RUN 34

and five for RUN 36. The small number of individual lines which show

oscillations can be explained by the fact that the saturated gain of the CL I

was twice as large as that of the CL II. Consequently, oost of the individual

lines did not lase or ;ere too weak to drive the InAs fast detector and thus

fewer lines %-re obsered to have oscillations.

The amplituzde modulations, %PT and %Pv(J), of the CL I and CL Ii

unstable resonators are similar. For both lasers, the amplitude modulation

increased as the fraction of the resonator filled by the saturated gain of a

lasing line dec t isd.

Comparison of the CL I unstable resonator powurs, Tables 13-16, witt

the CL 11 performance- shows a large difference in power. For exam ' , at the
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Figure 31. Typical oscilloscope traces of the time-dependenr. oscillation on a
line whose saturated gain does not fill the unstable resonator.
These data are for the P (8) line for a scraper mirror slit width
of 4 mm for he RUN 36 flow rates at 6.5 torr. The 47 ns
oscillation w'ith the superimpoe-,d 7 ns oscillation is clearly
evident in the upper trace. The lower trace shows the square wave
which results from the beam chopper. From the vertical scale of
these traces, the percent ;1-plitude modulatian induced by the 47
ns oscillatlon was calculated.
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Figure 32. The spectrum analyzer trace for the same line as shown in Figure
31 clearly shows the 47 ns (21.1 MHz) and the 7 ns (143 MHz)
oscillations. The trace also suggests t'-, presence of a weak,
broad signal at about 88 MHz, which Is believed to be random
signal noise.
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mm slit width, the iatio of CL I power to CL II power is 17% for Run 34 and

15% for Run 36. These percentages are considerably lower than the overall

average of 45% observed for stable resouator data. A possible xplanation for

the low CL I unstable resonator output powers is given in the following

analysis.

From Reference 10, the saturated gain of a stable or unstable resonator

is given by

S( '5-1

sat 2L-- r L-

where M is the ,-avitý mag'ification kA = 1.0 for a stable resonator). Solving
2L ~sat

for e gives

"sat (3.5-:')rorL

The ui stable resonator was 50% geometric outcoupled and thus it is reasonable

to make a comparison between the saturated gain of this unstable resonator and

the saturated gain of a stable resonator with an effective reflectivity ot

50%. The magnification of the unstable resonator was 2.0 and the mirror

reflectivities were effectively 1.0. For the stable resonator, the

, ignificattou is 1.0 and rL = 1.0 ai rO = 0.50. With these values, E!

(3.5--2) gives

(e 2e~sat)uOR =22 (3.5-3)

2L esat(e )SR = 2 (3.5-4)
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Comparison of these teiults shows that

( 2Lesat) - (e 2Le at)S2 (3.5-5)

where IJR stands for unstable resonator and SR stands for stable resonator.

Equation (3.5-5) suggests that the following relationship may exist between

the stable and unstable resonalors

PUR SRIR)2 (3.5-6)

where P stands for po%.,r and b, is a constant which depends upon flogj rates.

If Eq. (3.5-6) was true, then the CL I unstable resonator peak powers

could be predicted by

CPsR)2
(P U R ) C L I k S R C L 1 

3 5 7

(PUR)S (3.5-7)

CL 11 CL II

Thu.z the expected CL I unstable resonator peak powers for A(UN 34 would be

- .{PR) =(II. Wats) .2.,Watts("3(11.7 Watts) =Wat -Wt 1.63 Watts (3.5-8)

CL I 3 a s

and for RUN 36

_ .(19.6 Watts)

(PuR) C (17.2 Watts)• • Watts - 3.0 Warts (3.5-9)

CL I at)( 4 5 Wts

The experimental values of .?7 Watts for RIUN 34 and 2.59 Wattý. for RUN 36

compare well with the above predicted values. This indicat that trxe CL !

unstab!e rescrnator data .s consi~tent wi',. Orh stable re,•onar data.
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The time-dependent oscillations in the output beam of the CL I laser

employing a confocal ,rnstable resonator all had a period of about 47 ns and

increased in amplitude as the fraction of the resonato- filled by the

saturated gain of a lasing line decreased. A 7 ns oscillation was

superimposed on the top of the 47 ns oscillation and is thought to be a mode

beat of the laser. The oscillations on lines whose saturated gain does not

fill tho resonator did not occur ior Fresnel numbers less than 3.2.

Comparison of CL I and CL II unstable resonator data shows that fewer lines

were observed for the CL I which is a consequence of the saturated gain of the

CL I being twice a5 large as that of the CL II. The higher saturated gain of

the CL I is also responsible for the large difference in CL I and CL i1

unstable resonator powers. Overall, the CL I unstable resonator data is

•.•. iW.• L th _ L h CIL 11 ......- A ve.o-...........

3.6 CL II OBSERVATIONS OF ALIGNMENT SENSITIVITY

A new alumina discharge tube and new scraper mirrors of much higher

quality were used during the CL I unstable resonator experiments. To

determine if these new components had any effect on laser performance, it was

necessary to first place these components on the CL II and compare new CL II

unstable resonator data with old CL 1[ unstable resonator data.

The results indicated no change when using the new components.

However, some variations in the initial alignment of the convex mirror led to

interest:ng discoveries about alignment sensitivity. It was found that by

adjusting the micrometer controlling the horizontal aitgnment of the convex

mirror, 't was possible to increase the power above previously observed values

WI ide simultaneously all oscillationt disappeared, or it was possible to

, btain cry atrong oscillations (large amplitude) with a lower power. These

variations are probably the result of altering the location of the optical
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axis; it was no longer parallel to the H2 injectors. However, the amount of

adjustment required to cause these variations was surprising; at most an

adjustment of 0.0016 Inches on the horizontal micrometer, which translates to

an angular variation of 0.040'. Over the mirror separation of I meter, this

angilar displacement alters the beam center on the concave mirror by only 0.70

mm.
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IV. CONCLUJING REMARKS

A comparison of the CL I and CL I1 stable resonator data showed several

scale effects. The CL I power was an average of 45% of the CL II power for

the see cavity loss, independent of pressure. The fraction of the power in

the 1+0 vibrational band did not change significantly; however, the peaks of

the power spectral distributions of the CL I were shifted one J lower than the

CL II spectral pe ks for the same cavity loss. The CL I spectra exhibit fewer

J lines than CL II spectra. These effects are a consequence of the fact that

the saturated gain of the CL I laser is twice that of the CL II laser when the

lasers have the same cavity loss. As observed with the CL Il stable resonator

data, the CL I spectra shifted toward lower J's as the pressure decreased and

shift edL LUowaU higle 0A' 00 theC fltW rtCSt *t*L.SCO0'&%/

The most interesting result was that, when the saturated gains of the

two lasers were the same, the CL I power was an average of 62% of the CL Ii

power for low ýressure and 68% for high pressure. For the high SF6 flow

rates, the CL I power was 70-80% of the CL It power, independent of

plessure. These data suggest that, if the saturated gain is held constant,

for only a 25% performance penalty, the size, weight and gas f .ow rates of a

laser can be reduced by a factor of 2. The power apectral distributions of

the two lasers were very similar when the saturated gains of the two lasers

were the same. As in the CL I1 data, the minimum at P.,(l1) was observed in

ti high pressule, high SF 6 fi iw rate CL I data. This minimum is thought to

be a consequence of a near resonant energy transfer1,2,4 from v = 3, J - 3,4

to v = 2, J - 14 with a subsequent rotal ional cascade to v = 2, J 11.
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Both the Blaze I1 an, MNORO3SR computer simulations gave good a4reement

with the measuced CL I power, power split and beam diameters. MNORO3SR

computati-,ns produced power spectral distributlons which were in reasonable

agreement with tae CL I data. These calculations show that the Blaze II and

MNORO3SR computer models of the Helios laser are valid as a function of mass

flow rates, cavity losses, pressure and size of the laser.

The time-dependent oscillations in the output beam of the CL I laser

employing a confocai unstable resonator all had a period of about 47 ns and

increased in amplitude as the fraction of the resonat3r filled by the

saturated gain of a lasing line decreased. A 7 ns osAllation, which was

superimposed on top of the 47 ns oscillation, is thought to be a mode beat of

the laser. The oscillations on lines whose saturated gain does not fill the

reA-onULU did aoL occr fo.r Fresne! n,_mhberA Iess than 3.2. Comparison of CL I

and CL II unstable resoklator data shows that fewer lines were observed for the

CL I which is a consequence of the fact that the saturated gain of the CL I

was twice as large as that of the CL 11. The higher saturated gain of the CL

I also is responsible for the large difference in CL I and CL 1I unstable

resonator powers. Overail, the CL 1 unstable resonator data is consistent

with the CL I! unstable reson.ator data.

The most interesting result of this study was the indication that if

the saturated gain is held constant, fe- ,,nly a 25% performance penalty, the

size, weight and gas requirements of a laser can be reduced by a factor 2.

This wis suggested by a comparison of He ios CL I and CL It laser performance

with Qiat = 0.0192 cm-. Further expetiments need to be performed with other

values of La to determine it the performance penalty is a function of the

magnitude of a
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